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Cheese Crossword Puzzle

Across
1. Stinky food
5. Rhymes with pat
7. A primary color
8. A slice of cheese
9. Worn by a queen/king

Down
2. Rhymes with house
3. Married to the queen
4. Past its expiration date
6. Another word for smelly
I spy: Cheeses pants, Cheese the mouse,
Design your dream outfit
pusheen cat coloring

MYTHICAL

FOOD
which cheese is cheese's????

find the difference
help cheese find KING CHEESE!!
help make cheese colorful!
make your own pizza
how to make a cake

me and my friend _____ told my ________ we were name person making a cake. we grabbed some _____ and started _____ plural noun verb we also added some _____ I wasn't paying attention and I spilled noun the cake batter all over my _________. I was so ________ feeling item After we re-made the cake batter we put it the _____ and I almost burnt it kitchen appliance we frosted the cake with ________ flavor frosting. I decided to put some sprinkles and _________ candles. Then we each took a slice color number of our almost burnt cake! I thought it was _________ feeling

THE END
Make your own emoji
to show how you feel
examples: 😍😊😭😡
color baby cheese!
color cheeses crush!
Hi! I am Cheese the \underline{animal} and I LOVE \underline{food} so that's my story bye!

Hey!? why are you still here I told you to \underline{verb}

Fine I will tell you my story so once apon a time...

I was born and my \underline{family members} called me cheese because I was born holding a \underline{food} you know what talking about cheese is making me hungry do you mind if I get my cheez its? ok *crunch crunch mmmmm that was \underline{feeling} so we're were we? ok um so a um when I turned --- I got this crush at school but she is a \underline{person} mice thought I was crazy

oh I have to go later!
help the animals and color them

draw my feet and face

draw my tail!
can you see which one does not belong.

In all these cupcakes one does not belong.

circle the cupcake that does not belong.
At the Park

One day, [Name 1] and [Name 2] went to [verb] at the park. [Name 1] wanted to [verb] and relax. After, they took their [pet] on a [noun]. Soon they got [verb] to a place called [adjective]. They [verb] to a place called [noun]. [Name 1] was ready for dessert. [Name 2] was still eating [food]. They [verb] to go [place].
color me in
G = Green  W = White  B = Blue  Y = Yellow  BR = Brown  GR = Grey  BL = Black  DB = Dark Blue  R = Red
Dress us up!